TOP OF THE MORNING, FOLKS!

WE'RE ON TO ISSUE #3 OF JOHNNY CHICAGO COMIX. WHHEW!

AND THIS FAMILY ZAD SOME ZINTERESTING-ZONVERSATION.

Z WATCH ZOUR ZOUTH!

We'll have fun with Johnny and Stu.

Yeah, dawg!

Yeah, yeah.

THIS ISSUE,

KEE aerial GIVES A TOUCHING MEMOIR READING.

KEEP ON THE JOURNEY. THE CLOUDS ARE CLEARING.

AND WE MAY EVEN GET A SHOCKER.
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VALUE US!!! By Craig Delano

WE'RE DIFFERENT, WE'RE UNIQUE. BUT YOU CALL US WEIRDOS. WHY? IS IT BECAUSE WE ARE DIFFERENT AND UNIQUE? WELL, TAKE A GOOD LOOK AT YOURSELVES. YOU SEEM PRETTY DIFFERENT TO ME. I RESPECT THAT, SO DON'T JUDGE US.

YOU TALK, TALK, TALK, TALK, TALK, TALK! YOU TALK SO MUCH, I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'RE SAYING. ALL YOUR TALKING IS NOT GETTING ANYWHERE ANYWHERE DIFFERENT, AND LISTEN TO US.

NAME

SCHOOL

GRADE

YOU MAY LOOK AT US AND SEE US AS PROBLEMS. BUT PROBLEMS ARE NOT PEOPLE. PROBLEMS ARE SITUATIONS THAT WITH THE RIGHT SKILLS AND THE RIGHT TACTICS, CAN BE TACKLED AND VICTORY WILL FOLLOW.

ENCOURAGE US. BELIEVE IN US. TELL US WE'RE WORTHY. DON'T DISCOURAGE US. DON'T SIT AND POINT OUT ALL OUR ERRORS. WHO'S PERFECT ANYWAY? POINT OUT THE GOOD INSTEAD. THAT WILL PUT A SMILE ON OUR FACE, AND GIVE US THE CONFIDENCE WE NEED.

LET BE WHO WE ARE, AND WHAT WE'RE COMFORTABLE BEING. NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO, YOU CAN'T TAKE US AWAY FROM OURSELVES. THIS IS WHO WE'LL BE FOR THE REST OF OUR LIVES. GRANDMA
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EVERYTHING'S GOING GOOD.

JOHNNY'S DOING WELL, AND HAS BEEN REALLY NICE.

HE PLAYED SOME OF HIS FAVORITE RECORDS FOR ME TODAY.

I DON'T LIKE HIS MUSIC MUCH BUT IT WAS NICE.

I DON'T KNOW IF THIS WILL LAST, BUT FOR NOW, I'M GLAD TO HAVE MY BROTHER BACK.

P.S. TREVOR JONES HAS A CRUSH ON ME, BUT HE'S SUCH A DORK.

END!
I... CAN HOOK YOU UP WITH A GIRL, DAWG!

NAAH, YOU CAN KEEP YOUR GIRLS, STU.

HOOT, A! UNIBOY!

MORE THAT'S A ROTHEATER.

HEY, WANNA GET A PIZZA?

CAN'T, GOT THIS WRAPPING MEETING.

OMG... YOU MEAN WRAP-AROUND!

I GOT THAT TOO!! I KINDA LIKE IT, BUT...

THE MAN!

WHAT??

THE GOVERNMENT, THE AUTHORITY!

WHO ELSE?

AHA HA HA!!!

YA FALL OFF YEY ROCKER, STU?

TURNED FROM A HOME TO A HIPPIE, DID YA?

NOOOLLES!

HAH, HAH!
"Against Myself"
by Craig Delano

Memory Flashes

Things started

Just recently

It was as if I weren't

Presently feeling sick on a sunny day.
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"I DON'T UNDERSTAND IT!"

"I DON'T KNOW WHAT HE NEEDS."

"WE NEED TO PUT A SAFE PLAIN PLACE FOR HIM WHEN HE COMES BACK HOME."

"CAN I SAY SOMETHING?"

"OF COURSE YOU CAN, KELSY."

"JOHNNY'S BEEN DOING GOOD WHEN HE'S NOT ALONE. MAYBE HE NEEDS PEOPLE."

"HE CAN SLEEP ON THE COUCH FOR A WHILE. WE'LL KEEP OUR BEDROOM DOOR OPEN."

"I THINK YOU'RE RIGHT, KELSY. WE'LL SET UP A 24 HOUR SURVEILLANCE ON HIM."

"I'LL LOCK UP THE MED CABINETS."

"GOOD! I'LL WRITE THIS ALL INTO THE PLAN."